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FireWire devices can be powered or not working. FireWire allows devices to draw their power from their connection. Two power conductors in the cable can provide power (8 to 30 volts, 1.5 amplifiers maximum) from the computer to a non-motorized device. Two twisted pairs sets bring items to a FireWire 400 cable using a 6 pin
configuration. Some smaller FireWire enabled devices use 4-pin slots to save space, omitting the two pins used to power. Advertising FireWire 800 cables use a 9-pin configuration. Six of these pins are the same as the six pins in the 1394a plug (shown above). Two of the additional pins provide a grounded shield to protect the other
cables from interference, and the third added pin does nothing at the moment [ref]. Because firewire 800 is compatible with firewire 400, there are several adapters available to make it easier to combine both models on the same bus. There are also two types of FireWire 800 ports available: a bilingual port hosts both FireWire models,
while a B-only port accepts only one FireWire 800 connection. Even if you rely on the Lightning cable that came with your iPhone or iPad, chances are it won't last forever. This is where Apple's large ecosystem of Lightning cables come in, since it offers a variety of options to choose from. You don't just want to buy any old Lightning cable,
however. You want one that is durable, reliable, or some combination of the two. You also want an MFi certified one if you go down the third-party path. Here is our list of the best Lightning cables you can buy today. The best Lightning cables: Editor's note: We'll update our list of the best Lightning cables over time.1. Anker PowerLine IIIIn
the first blush, the Anker PowerLine III looks like a Lightning cable with a different paint job. However, Anker's cable promises to be significantly more durable. According to Anker, the PowerLine III can withstand up to 25,000 turns and has a rustproof connector. If you're worried about issues that occur over time, Anker supports PowerLine
III with a lifetime warranty. The cable is also MFi-certified and should not provide you with compatibility problems with iOS devices. Anker PowerLine III is available for $14.99.Check pricing2. Anker PowerLine+ II If you live life all-USB-C and have an iPhone, take a look at Anker PowerLine+ II. Read also: Faster charging cables: What's
best for you? Το PowerLine+ is a nylon-braided Lightning cable on USB-C. According to Anker, the cable can withstand up to 30,000 rpm and supports the power delivery charging protocol. Finally, MFi certification means you don't have to worry about using the cable with iOS devices. Anker PowerLine+ II is available for $21.99.Check
pricing3. Unbreakable Lightning CableThe Unbreakable Lightning Cable has a pun-tastic name, but don't let laughs your strength. According to Unbreakcable, the cable can bend to 95 degrees over 20,000 times and supports loads of up to 275 pounds. Also, the thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) for the plug promises to be tear resistant.
Finally, the cable has MFi certification and lifetime warranty. The unbreakable lightning cable is available (bars!) for $11.99.Check pricing4. Native CableKnown Band Association for Apple Accessories, Native Association offers four-foot belt cable. According to Native Union, the cable can withstand over 10,000 turns and is six times
stronger than Apple's Lightning cable. Also, the belt cable has a leather strap to hold the cable together. The strap can be annoying if you leave the belt cable still, but it is useful if you bring the cable everywhere with you. Finally, the cable comes with MFi certification. Native Union Band Cable is available for $25.Check pricing5.
AmazonBasics Double Nylon Braid Lightning CableIn in addition to an online marketplace, Amazon is also an accessories manufacturer through its AmazonBasics line. This is where the AmazonBasics Double Nylon Knitted Lightning Cable comes in. Also read: The best USB-CS cables think the ridiculous name, the cable can withstand
20,000 turns, comes with a lifetime warranty, and is MFi-certified. Also, the small head means that the cable matches most cases. Finally, the cable is available in sizes of four inches, three feet, six feet and 10 feet. We recommend getting the six-foot AmazonBasics Double Nylon Knitted Lightning Cable, which costs $15.99.Check
pricing6. Monoprice Luxe Series Lightning Charge &amp; SyncThe Monoprice Luxe Series Lightning Charge &amp; Sync is another cable with an unnecessarily big name, but it's durable. There is a metal casing on the head of the connector and a nylon-braided jacked for the cable itself. Most notable is the LED charging status indicator
near the plug. The lamp is orange when the device is still charging and green when the device is fully charged. This way, you don't have to constantly check your phone and see your charging status. The Monoprice Luxe Series Lightning Charge &amp; Sync is available for $17.08.Check pricing7. Apple Lightning on USB cable If you're
opposed to third-party Lightning cables, play it secure with Apple Lightning on a USB cable. There are no durability features to talk about the Apple cable. If anything, people criticize the cable for its durability. If you have Apple's Lightning cable, be aware that it may not last as long as other cables on our list. Also read: Do you want a
laptop of Here's the best you can buy nowInstead, the main feature is the cable is a first-party accessory. This means you only have to go to Apple if the cable acts on and your devices behave wrong as a result. That doesn't mean it happens much, but it's nice to know that you don't have to go to a lot of companies to get picked up
Solution. The Apple Lightning to USB cable comes in sizes of 0.5, one and two meters. We recommend the two-meter cable for $15.Check pricing8. Fuse Chicken Titan LoopAccording to Fuse Chicken, the Titan Loop Lightning cable is the hardest in the world. The company claims the cable withstands everything from dog bites to
chainsaws. Although we don't have a chainsaw lying around to test claims of fuse chicken, it's nice to know the titan loop promises to be durable. It's also small enough to carry around on your keychain, thanks to its nine-inch size and loop. The Lightning connector passes through the loop to the USB connector, which results in an
extremely portable cable. Finally, the Titan Loop is accompanied by MFi certification. The Chicken Chicken Titan Loop is available for $16.75.Check pricingThis is on our list of the best Lightning cables for your iPhone and iPad. In the comments below, let us know your thoughts on our list and your recommendations! Last updated on
October 13, 2020 Have you been stuck in the same position for too long and don't really know how to get promoted and advance your career? Feeling stuck could be caused by a variety of things: Taking a job for Money Stay with an employer that no longer aligns with your values Realizing that you've landed in the wrong career Don't feel
valued or feeling underused Taking a position without a full understanding of the role There are many other reasons why you may feel this way , but let's focus on learning what to do now in order to unstick and promote One of the best ways to promote is to show how you add value to your organization. Do you make money, save money,
improve a process, or do some other amazing thing? How else could you show added value? Let's dive straight into how to get promoted when you feel stuck in your current position.1. To be a mentor When I supervised the students, I used to warm them up - tongue in cheek, of course - to get really good at their job. Be careful not to get
too good at it, or you'll never get to do anything else. That was my way of bothering them to take on additional challenges or think outside the box, but there's definitely some truth to doing something so well that your manager doesn't trust anyone else to do it. That might stick with you. Jo Miller of Be Leaderly shares this insight into when
your boss thinks you're too valuable in your current job:Think back a time when you really enjoy your current role... You've become known for your work so well that you've created some strong justice for the personal brand, and people know you as the person for that job. This is what we call a good problem to have: you did a great job of
building a positive perception about your suitability for the role, but you may have done too much good work! With Me in mind, how can you prove to your employer that you can add value by promotion? From Miller's insight, she talks about building your personal brand and becoming known to do a certain job well. So how do you link that
task to a post or project that will earn you a promotion? Consider making the most of your strengths and abilities. Let's say the job you do so well is to recruit and train new entry-level workers. You must publish the work list, read and review CVs, schedule interviews, make recruitment decisions, and create training programs. These tasks
require skills such as employee relationships, integration, human resources software, performance management, teamwork, collaboration, customer service, and project management. This is a serious amount of skill! Are there any team members who can perform these skills? Try assigning and training some of your staff or colleagues to
learn your work. There are several reasons why this is a good idea: Cross-training helps in any situation in case there is an extensive illness and the main executor of a particular project is out for a while. As a mentor to a supervisor or colleague, you empower them to increase their professional skills. You have already begun to
demonstrate that added value to your employer by encouraging your team or peers to learn your job and create team players. Now that you have trained others to do this job for which you have been so appreciated, you can see to re-apply this promotion. Explain how you've saved the company money, encourage employees to increase
their skills, or reinvent your project.2. Working on your mindset Another reason you may feel stuck in a post is explained through this quote:If you feel stuck in a job used for love, it's usually you-not-the-job-that needs to change. The position you were hired for is exactly the same position you have now. But if you start to be afraid of the
routine of work, you'll focus on the negatives. In this case, you need to continue a conversation with your supervisor and share your thoughts and feelings to help you learn how to get promoted. You can probably get some advice on how to rediscover aspects of that job you enjoyed, and negotiate either some additional duties or a chance
to move on. Don't express frustration. Express your for more. Present your case and show your boss or supervisor that you want to be challenged and you want to move on. You want more responsibility to keep moving the company forward. Focus on how you can do this with the skills you have and the positive mindset you have
cultivated.3. Improve your soft skills When was the last time you put focus and effort into upgrading your game with those soft skills? I'm talking about these seemingly intangible things that make you the experienced professional in your particular job. Your. in research, improving soft skills can boost productivity and maintain 12 per cent
and deliver a 250 per cent return on investment based on higher productivity and retention. These are just some of the benefits for both you and your employer when you want to learn how to get promoted. You can hone these skills and increase your chances of advancing to a leadership role by taking courses or seminars. In addition,
you don't necessarily need to ask your supervisor for funding. There are dozens of online courses presented by entrepreneurs and writers on these very topics. Udemy and Creative Live both offer online courses at very reasonable prices. And some come with completion certificates for your portfolio! Another way to improve your soft skills
is to connect with an employee in your organization who has a position similar to the one you want. Express your desire to move to the organization and ask to shadow this person or see if you can sit in some of their meetings. Offer to take this person out for coffee and ask what their secret is! Take plenty of notes, and then immerse
yourself in learning. The key here is not to copy your new mentor. Instead, you want to observe, learn and then adapt to your strengths.4. Develop your strategy Do you still know exactly why you want to learn how to get promotion? Do you see a future in this company? Do you have a one-year, five-year, or ten-year plan for your career?
How often do you consider your why and ensure that it aligns with you what? Sit down and make an old-fashioned pro and con list. Write down every positive aspect of your current work and then every negative. Which list is longer? Are there any issues present? Look at your lists and choose the most exciting pros and cons. Do these two
pros make the disadvantages worth it? If you can't answer this question with a yes, then forwarding to your current company may not be what you really want. The two most important days in your life are the day we are born and the day you learn why. -Mark TwainHere are a few questions to ask yourself: Why do you do what you do?
What fascinates you about your current job role or career? How's a great day? How does success look and feel beyond salary? How do you want to feel about your impact on the world when you retire? These questions would be great to reflect on in a magazine or with your supervisor in the next meeting. Or, bring it up with one of your
work friends over coffee. Final ThoughtsAfter considering all these points and doing your best to learn how to get promoted, what you may find is that being stuck is your choice. Then you can set yourself on the path of moving up where you are, or move on to something different. Because sometimes the real promotion is finding you
Purpose. More tips on how to get promotedAdded photo credit: Razvan Chisu via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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